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This study intends to explore storytelling through
Native American literature as a means of continuance and
survival. It has been proven via much Native American
Literature that stories have the power to take action, to
unglue a spirit, and to cross sacred boundaries in
presenting the untold. In oral cultures, storytelling
maintains and preserves traditions. It takes listeners on a
journey toward a renewal of life, a common survival theme in
Native rituals and ceremonies. For Native American
cultures, storytelling has served as entertainment, as well
as to answer questions from curious children about the
origins of natural sights and phenomena. Older generations
pass on stories told when they were young. Thus,
storytelling knits a new generation into the fabric of
generations gone. This act serves as a survival tactic, a
productive way to fight extinction. As storytellers in
their poetry and fiction. Native American writers like Joy
Harjo, Simon Ortiz, and Leslie Marmon Silko promote survival
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in the resurrection of memory, myth, and struggle for self¬
hood. Thus, this study explores these authors and their act
of storytelling as vital and generative.
Having explored the works of these authors, I have
pointed out the importance of storytelling in Native
American Literature as vital to the survival of Native
American oral tradition in contemporary society.
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While images of Jewish intellectuals, European
intellectuals, British scholars, and African novelists, are
everywhere we look, there is hardly an image of the Native
American intellectual. We only see the primitive figure who
crouches near the fire smoking a sacred pipe or the drunk,
demoralized Chingachgook sitting alongside the road, or the
image of the Red Power militant of the 1960's. The Native
American is not asked what he thinks America should do about
Bosnia or Iraq or how he feels about the Clinton Scandal.
It is as though the Native American does not exist except in
a false history or a corrupt myth. Through the contemporary
literature of Native Americans, this intellectual being can
fully be explored. By employing their literature as an
avenue to carry on their oral culture and tradition. Native
Americans have successfully established themselves as
intellectual scholars as their carry on their tradition
through story.
In my study, I intend to explore storytelling through
Native American literature as a means of continuance and
survival. It has been proven via much Native American
1
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literature that stories have the power to take action, to
unglue an unheard spirit, and to cross sacred boundaries in
presenting the untold. As storytellers in their poetry and
fiction, contemporary Native American writers such as Joy
Harjo, Simon Ortiz, and Leslie Marmon Silko share common
ground in promoting the memory of Native American tradition
through story. Thus, I intend to explore these three authors
and their acts of storytelling as vital and regenerative to
Native American cultural survival in a contemporary world
which seems to say that the Native American tradition is
extinct.
In oral cultures, storytelling maintains and preserves
traditions. It takes a listener on a journey toward a
renewal of life, a common survival theme in Native rituals
and ceremonies. Older generations pass on stories told to
them when they were young. Thus, storytelling knits a new
generation into the fabric of generations gone. In his
collection of essays. Survival This Way. Joseph Bruchac
writes that this act of storytelling is a "gentle survival
tactic - a productive way to fight extinction" (Bruchac 25).
For Native American cultures, storytelling has served as
entertainment, as well as to answer questions from curious
children about the origins of natural sights and phenomena.
Bruchac further states about the act of storytelling in
Native American literature:
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Storytelling is a communal act which represents
man's attempt at world construction. It is a
means of continual recreation in the tribal world
of man and cosmic and psychological order, a way
of reaffirming all the subtleties of life while
teaching sacred ways and customs. Thus,
storytelling is the vital cord that binds all
human life to that of the Great Mystery, and is
the pulsating blood that colors the individual
experience and provides psychological and
conceptual protection for the community (Bruchac
28) .
Storytellers learn their stories from other storytellers
and from experience. Their stories change with the speaker
and with the time and circumstance. While Native Americans
may have considered their sacred stories to be factual, they
seemed to have accepted the reality of subjectivity in the
retelling from generation to generation. The modifications
in the content caused by the retelling of the stories do not
appear to have affected the power to bind a people together.
Eventually there is no division between the old stories and
the new stories as they become a part of each other.
In her book. Yearning: Race. Gender, and Cultural
Politics. bell hooks explores the idea of history in
storytelling. She refers specifically to the art of
quiltmaking, a primarily female activity that has been held
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traditionally within the borders of craft and home, hooks
moves quiltmaking across these borders, into the realm of
narrative and history. She also sees quiltmaking as a
spiritual philosophy: "a spiritual process where one learns
how to surrender one's self. It was a form of meditation
where the self was let go. This is the way she [quiltmaker]
had learned to approach quiltmaking from her mother. To her
it was an art of stillness and concentration, a work which
renewed the spirit" (hooks 116) . Thus, we see here the
narrative theme of renewing the spirit. Hooks develops the
notion of history in the storytelling of quilts:
Baba [her Grandmother] believed that each quilt
had its own narrative - a story that began from
the moment she considered making a particular
quilt. The story was rooted in the quilt's
history, why it was made, why a particular pattern
was chosen...Baba would show her quilts and tell
their stories, giving the history (the concept
behind the quilt) and the relation of chosen
fabrics to individual lives. Together we would
examine this work and she would tell me about the
particulars, about what my mother and her sisters
were doing when they wore a particular dress. She
would describe clothing styles and choice of
particular colors. To her mind these quilts were
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maps charting the course of our lives. They were
history as life lived (hooks 120-121).
Here, hooks is crossing boundaries and examining
storytelling in the quilt squares just as the Native
American writers, Joy Harjo, Simon Ortiz, and Leslie Marmon
Silko exemplify in their works. These writers have artfully
learned to continue their Native American tradition by
erasing the cultural restriction boundaries that Euro-
Americans have placed around the Native American
intellectual being. Further, these authors reveal through
their poetry and fiction, the very thin lines between
contemporary and traditional Native American oral tradition.
When examining the literature of contemporary Native
American authors, one will find that the sense of
"reaffirming the subtleties of life," and "continual
recreation" that Joseph Bruchac describes in Survival This
Way is evident throughout their works as each author
utilizes their literature as a contemporary avenue of
carrying on the Native American tradition. Upon looking at
the works of Native American authors Joy Harjo, Simon Ortiz,
and Leslie Marmon Silko, for example, a sense of
storytelling will become evident as each author promotes the
resurrection of the Native American story as crucial for
survival in the contemporary world.
Chapter two examines several poems by Joy Harjo, a Creek
Indian born in 1951, that exemplify Harjo's attempt to carry
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on the Native American tradition through presentations of
memory, myth and struggle for self-hood. Harjo has written
several collections of poetry including, The Last Song, a
collection published in 1975. What Moon Drove Me to This,
published in 1980, She Had Some Horses, published in 1983,
Secrets from the Center of the World, published in 1989, and
In Mad Love and War, published in 1990. Her poetry is a
testimony of her celebrated appreciation of her Native
American heritage.
Chapter three is a discussion of storytelling in works of
Simon Ortiz, an Acoma Pueblo, born in 1941. Ortiz has
taught creative writing and native literature at several
institutions, including the Navajo Community College and
Sinte Gleska College in South Dakota. His poems and short
stories have appeared in numerous journals, and he has
published many books. Reworking traditional stories, the
voice in Ortiz's poetry conspires to make Native American
culture and its history everlasting, promoting Native
American consciousness and remembering the story behind
Native American heritage.
Finally, Chapter four discusses both a short story and
novel of Native American author Leslie Marmon Silko who is a
mixed-blood Laguna and Mexican and was born in 1948. Laguna
Woman, her first collection of poems, was published in 1974.
Ceremony, her novel which is discussed in chapter four of
this study is her first and most celebrated novel.
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Storyteller, a collection of autobiographical notes and
poetry, was published in 1986, and Almanac of the Dead, her
second novel was published in 1991. Through her writing,
Silko insists upon connecting individual stories with
cultural traditions, and her works suggest that growing up
at Laguna Pueblo shaped her view of the word "self" as her
poetry focuses on growing up as an Indian mixed-breed.
Silko has repeatedly emphasized the ever-changing nature of
cultural inheritances and stories and the inclusiveness of
Indian culture because she grew up in a family that
practiced and celebrated the traditional ways.
The poetry and fiction of these three authors,
encompasses recurrent themes of memory, myth and Native-
American struggle for self-hood. Each author tells a story
that dispels the myth of a the "vanished" Native American
that has been drawn around their culture by Euro-Americans.
CHAPTER TWO
THE EARTH IS OUR MOTHER: MYTH, MEMORY AND STRUGGLE FOR
SURVIVAL IN JOY HARJO'S POETRY
As a storyteller in her poetry, Joy Harjo promotes
Native American survival through her creative resurrection
of the Native American story. Several types of borders are
crossed as Joy Harjo's storytelling defines the essence of
Native American memories of the land stripped from them, the
life behind the Native American mythic tradition, as well as
the Native American struggle for self-hood. Thus, through
her poetry, Harjo allows her reader to bear witness to her
native world, interpreting it from within and freeing it
from the portrayals by Euro-American writers that have at
best been ambivalent, if not thoroughly distorted in their
attempts to portray the Native American story.
In his essay, "Native American Oral Narratives: Context
and Continuity," Kenneth Roemer writes that.
The popular written and mass media forms of
transmitting information about Native American
oral narratives often strip away the cultural and
literary contexts of the stories. Furthermore,
the narratives attempted by non-Native Americans
8
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are usually associated with the dead past of the
Vanishing Native American (Roemer 22).
The literary contexts which Roemer says are stripped away
from Native American narratives by Euro-Americans could be
seen as the point of view from which the Native American
stories are told. The dead past of the vanishing Native
American is part of a new context, a new point-of-view that
has been artificially imposed on Native American literature
by Euro-Americans. Therefore, the matrix in which Native
American stories live, a "dead past" of the "vanishing"
Native American, has been drawn on by the stories in popular
mass media. Through her poetry, Joy Harjo takes on the task
of revising this image of "dead past" surrounding her Native
American heritage by introducing stories that, from her own
point-of-view, releases the spirits of her ancestors as she
ensures the survival of the Native American memory, mythic
tradition, and the story of Native American struggle, via
her poetry.
Many of Harjo's poetical works are linked above all to
Oklahoma. For example in Harjo's poem entitled, "Oklahoma:
The Prairie of Words," the speaker says.
All of the people, all of the voices who are
from Oklahoma, remain part of that spirit.
Even if they move away they always return.
They return, even if they have been sent miles
away to school or leave to find jobs, and then
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come back with families and settle down. Some
return only during the moist humid summers to
the dancing, warm drum nights near towns named
Anadarko, Henryetta, Miami, or to the numerous
other grounds. And some return only in their
hearts and voices, singing, again and again -
to Oklahoma red earth, a curved wind plain -
to creeks and rivers that cross over and
through the land. No one has ever left. (1-
11)
In this passage we see that through the speaker, Harjo
expresses a recollection of life for her people in Oklahoma.
The "humid summers" of "dancing, warm drum nights" are
images that Harjo would like to pass from memory to her
reader. The speakers statement that "...some return only in
their hearts and / voices, singing, again and again-to
Oklahoma red earth" allows Harjo's readers to recognize that
although some of her people have not returned to their
native land, they still carry its images in their memories,
and in their hearts. It is in this way that "No one has
ever left" and it is through this poem that no one can
forget that the land of Oklahoma was once the red earth that
Harjo's people inhabited.
In her work. Secrets From the Center of the World, co¬
authored with Stephen Storm, Harjo writes of the "earth
spirit,"
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Don't bother the earth spirit who lives here. She
is working on a story. It is the oldest story in
the world and it is delicate, changing. If she
sees you watching she will invite you in for
coffee, give you warm bread, and you will be
obligated to stay and listen. But this is no
ordinary story. You will have to endure
earthquakes, lightning, the death of those you
love, the most blinding beauty. It's a story so
compelling you may never want to leave; this is
how she traps you (Harjo and Storm 54).
Here the speaker is the earth spirit. This story she tells
is delicate and changing, so the speaker and the listener
are both operating tactically in a shifting environment.
When the earth spirit invites the listener in for coffee,
she takes one into her home and includes one in the
"homeplace" of which bell hooks speaks. Similarly, in
writing this poem, Harjo invites her readers to pay close
attention to the spirit of the earth, a spirit that her
culture has taught her should not be ignored. Harjo's
ethnic background deeply affects her relationship with the
land as it is described or felt in her poems. This ethical
idea of the earth is always at work in Harjo's poetry. It
is an ancient appropriation and perception of the earth that
stems from her native culture, in reverence and wonder,
confidence, and comprehension. Through this poem, Harjo will
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not allow the spirit of the earth to be unheard, nor will
she allow it to be forgotten.
In addition to her not allowing the Native American
memories of the homeland and earth spirit to be forgotten,
Joy Harjo will also not allow the mythic tradition to be
forgotten. For example, in the following quote from Harjo's
poem, "There Was a Dance, Sweetheart," the speaker is either
a poet or a mythic figure. The origin of the story or the
speaker is unclear:
And the next time was either a story in one of his
poems or what she had heard from crows gathered
before the snow caught in wheels of traffic silent
up and down Central Avenue. (11-15)
Here, Harjo borrows the crow figure from an older mythic
traditional story in her mentioning of the crows gathered.
The crow is a figure historically known in the Native
American culture as an ambivalent combination of good and
evil.
Crow was at one moment a world transformer, at
another a clown, the next a selfish and petulant
being. His exploits were told with considerable
humor. The generalized trickster figure belongs
to the oldest stratum of myth. He is a figure of
chaos, the principle of disorder. In Yukon, Crow
creates the world, brings light and fire and fresh
water. And instead of becoming involved in
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socialized, cooperative activities. Crow wanders
from place to place, a vagabond who systematically
violates accepted codes of behavior (Sidney 138).
The speaker of this poem doesn't know whether the story
was in a poem or from the mouth of a trickster figure, the
crow's caw. Those are two very different sources, yet the
boundaries around each that might separate them from each
other are blurred because either the poem or the crow could
be the source of the story. The possibility that a crow or
a poem could be a storyteller almost makes them
interchangeable - as a poem is a crow's caw, and a crow's
caw is a poem. The "he" within the poem, the point-of-view
of the storyteller, is from a man who "talked to the moon,
to stars and to / other voices riding in the backseat / that
she and Carmen didn't he.(6-7) Thus, the function of
storytelling in this poem might be to speak from the
unknown, as the trickster crow speaks from the sky. The
moon and stars and the crow are viewed as the unknown in the
Native American culture. In that case, the borders between
nature and human are nonexistent; nature is not the "other."
There are no boundaries around what humanity is, and so the
Native Americans do not retreat within those boundaries to
think, work, rest, and accumulate things separate from
nature. Therefore, the mythic figure, the crow, is as real
to Harjo today as it was to her ancestors several years ago.
Through this poem he lives on, and if he is the speaker in
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this poem, then, Harjo employs him to pass on a very real
story which demonstrates the lack of boundaries between the
Native American culture, nature and myth.
In her prose poem "Deer Dancer" Harjo tells the
traditional story of Indians and a woman dancer in a bar on
the coldest night of the winter: "We were Indian ruins./ She
was the end of beauty." (4-5) The Indian patrons at the bar
are described as "hardcore," "Indian ruins," Henry Jack's
"head by the toilet," "broken survivors," and "children
without shoes." (5-8) As Harjo tells the stories of Indian
lives, she also refers to the story in the last stanza by
stating: "The music ended. But the story does not. I wasn't
there." (10-14) The possibility of inaccuracy doesn't seem
to be a problem for the speaker. The protagonist admits, "I
imagined her like this...the deer who entered our dream in
white dawn, breathed mist into the pine trees." (Line 15)
If the Deer Dancer has entered dreams and has the power to
breathe mist into trees, the story does not end. The
protagonist is not a product, fixed and offered for
consumption to a reader, but a force that lives actively in
dreams and mist. Just as the Deer Dancer can move easily
across boundaries that she might not even see as she passes
her story on, this poem too can move across the boundaries
and limitations of mythic Indian tales told by whites. In
passing on the memories of the mythic figure Deer Dancer,
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Harjo assists the survival of the Native American mythic traditioi
In her poem, "Healing Animal," Harjo's storytelling
functions as, not merely invention but perfection: "from the
somewhere perfect sound /called up from the best-told
stories / of benevolent gods, / who have nothing better to
do." (8-10) Here, invention is not the "end of the story."
In fact, the stories do not end. They are best-told
stories, which have been told and keep being told. The
point-of-view of the storyteller involves a place called
"the somewhere." This somewhere is probably an entity known
to many Native Americans but unknown to many white
Americans. What Western civilization knows as "God" can
often be seen labeled as "the Great Mystery" in Native
American Literature. Mystery and the unknown and unfamiliar
do not seem to be problematic in the Native American
culture. Thus, one of the key accomplishments of this poem
is that it passes on the Acoman belief of God as an unknown
entity. The fact that it can be passed on through poetry
validates the speaker's statement that "the stories do not
end."
In addition to Harjo's ability to immortalize memory and
myth through her poems, often times in Harjo's poetry, the
reader will find through the voice of her protagonist, a
sense of rewriting one story to make another. A common
mechanism that Harjo employs to do this is to erase the
cultural boundaries that have been placed around the Native
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American culture and rewrite the story in a manner that
more fully represents the Native American culture as it
stands today. In Joy Harjo's poem, "Death is a Woman," for
example, her storyteller point-of-view comes from a daughter
remembering her dead father: "Instead I'll make up another
story about who I think you really were/with the words left
in the mouth of a cardinal." (16-17) The abandoned daughter
is telling a story with "words left in the mouth of a
cardinal." Here the borders between language and nature,
between words and cardinals, seem to vanish. The function
of the story named in this poem seems to be to invent the
father that the speaker lost during Western colonization.
This speaker in this poem will not allow westernization to
destroy her image of Native American family values.
Instead, through her poem, it becomes an active process, a
changing and growing event-a performance.
In her prose poem titled, "The Real Revolution Is Love,"
Harjo creates a speaker who awakens in a story being told
from the point-of-view of her ancestors: "I awake in a story
told by my ancestors / when they spoke a version of the very
beginning." (3-5) The speaker's ancestors told a story, but
they spoke "a version," not a Western notion of factual
truth. This tendency toward changing story and subjective,
personalized versions characterizes a tactical operation in
which definitions constantly shift. The storytellers'
ancestral voice exists within a poem that revolves around
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many speakers telling their stories, in one way or another.
The poem is a story of several Native Americans spending an
afternoon philosophizing and drinking around a table on a
patio. People's names hint at different storytellers:
Roberto, Pedro, Diane, Alonzo, Allen. These people are
referred to as American, Anishnabe, Puerto Rican, and Creek.
They speak of revolution and of love. In the middle of many
speakers and boundaries, which are probably not fixed for
anyone else in the poem, the speaker says, "I do what I
want, and take my revolution to bed / with me, alone." (44-
45) In bed with her ancestors is where she wakes in the
story told by her ancestors. The proximity of storytelling
here seems to suggest the fact that narration can evoke
storytelling as a performance which functions to inspire
revolution. Through the voices of the ancestors, the story
will live on.
In her poem titled, "For Anna Mae Pictou Aquash, Whose
Spirit Is Present Here and in the Dappled Stars (for we
remember the story and must tell it again so we may all
live)," Harjo again refers to storytelling as a way to
identify her culture, and for her culture to survive. Anna
Mae was a Micmac Indian and a member of the American Indian
Movement, an active and radical organization still operating
today in the United States. She was found killed on the
Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. Authorities cut her
hands off and sent them to Washington for fingerprints when
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she was declared dead by exposure. When her family found
her missing, they reported it and an investigation followed.
Later, it was discovered that Anna Mae was killed by a
bullet fired at close range to the back of the head.
Harjo's title states openly that the telling of this story
will keep all Native Americans alive. However, Harjo's poem
also tells other stories of Anna Mae. Though the mutilation
and murder are true, so is the beauty of the young woman
described in the poem: "You are the shimmering young woman
/ who found her voice, / when you were warned to be silent,
or have your body cut away / from you like an elegant weed."
(5-8) Here the "truth" can be seen as an entity with
shifting boundaries and with multiple forms invented from
multiple speakers such as Anna Mae's family, the federal
government, and Harjo as a poet.
Finally, in her prose poem, "Autobiography," Harjo
compares the lack of stories to starvation: "Translating
them [dreams] was to understand the death count from
Alabama, the destruction of grandchildren, famine of
stories." (1-3) By comparing a "famine of stories" to the
Trail of Tears, and to the cultural and racial genocide of
her people, the speaker in the poem offers an abundance of
stories as a source for survival. If the lack of stories is
famine and can starve many, then an abundance of stories can
feed and sustain many. Here, Harjo performs stories to
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sustain the lives of real, physical, earthly people, giving
them the supernatural power of immortality.
Joy Harjo, in her poetry, simply is not listening to
outsider-purists who are guilty of wanting to keep American
Indian people as charming relics from a lost world and deny
them their contemporary voice. She seems to feel that with
a world pressing on her, there is work to be done and
stories to be told. Within her varied urban landscape,
Harjo's poetry most clearly illustrates the multi-voiced
nature of any marginalized poetry. On one hand, after first
reading, Harjo may seem to be writing out of the earth-as-
subject tradition of American poets like Walt Whitman, Carl
Sandburg, Hart Crane, and William Carlos Williams. On the
other hand, her earth landscapes do not reflect promise and
optimistic excitement, as do many urban settings of earlier
white male American poets. Rather, Harjo's cities resonate
with Native American memories of an endless and ongoing
history of Eurocentric and genocidal social and political
policies: war, forced removal, imposed education, racism,
and assimilation. Her stories take place on landscapes of
the desert and of New York City; her Native characters drive
pick-up trucks wildly into the dark and stand homeless
outside the convenient store food mart.
While carrying within herself the memory of precarious
existential situations and diverse cultural heritages, Joy
Harjo seems to believe that it is indispensable to set out
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on a quest often desperate and furious but never futile. If
there is an Indian legacy of struggles, there is also an
Indian heritage that proclaims the interrelatedness of all
things, the cyclical flow of all events, the union of the
animate and inanimate world, the final convergence of
processes governing personal and collective concerns. Aware
of these multiple patterns, so intimately connected, Joy
Harjo molds her poetic testimony into one that will convey
the story of her heritage to her readers. At the core of
this quest, there lies the never-ending interaction between
past and present, and a watchful attention of mythic
figures, who appear throughout her poetry-projections of
different worlds that absorb into their being the experience
of mystery, yet can be controlled by a culture because they
have been blended into the ancient stories. They have come
to form an integral part of the heritage through which the
wisdom and experience of a Native American people are handed
down from one generation to another; they embody the sense
of belonging to a community, to a land, to a past that flows
without discontinuity into the present.
Joy Harjo, in writing her poetry, allows us to dispel the
myths about Native American culture that are portrayed in
Euro-American literature and about the "dead past" of the
Native American as share a rich heritage. The power and
courage in Harjo's writing is the same energy which provides
nourishment for memory, which strives to retrace the past.
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not as an inducement to curl inwards on oneself, but as if
it were a point in time where Harjo must reaffirm ancient
heritages and proceed forward on a path of constant renewal.
Through Harjo's poetry, that heritage will be renewed
continuously in our contemporary society.
CHAPTER THREE
A CAGED WARRIOR: MEMORY AMD MYTHIC TRADITION
FOR SURVIVAL IN SIMON ORTIZ'S POETRY
Poet and essayist, Simon Ortiz like Harjo, displays
storytelling in literature as a generative means to
continuance in today's society as he recreates memories of
his sensory experience as a child in the land around Acoma,
as well as restores the Acoma mythic tradition through his
poetry. Ortiz refers to the creative ability of Indian
people to gather in many forms of the socio-political
colonizing force which beset them and to make these forms
meaningful in their own terms" as part of the "Indian
struggle for liberation:
In every case where European culture was cast upon
Indian people of this nation there was similar
creative response and development... this was the
primary element of a nationalistic impulse to make
use of foreign ritual, ideas, and material in
their own —Indian—terms. Today's writing by




With these thoughts of Ortiz's in mind, there is no
question that we see in many of his poems an emphasis on
shared, multi-voiced storytelling, which also allows for a
relatively inclusive sense of audience. Ortiz has stated
repeatedly that storytelling and his poetry are for
survival, as is evident in his poem, "My Mother and My
Sisters" (Woven Stone 129-131), as well as in poems where
struggle and survival are more immediately at issue.
In Ortiz's poem, "A Story of How a Wall Stands," through
a straightforward narrative line, the poem introduces
elements of oral tradition, history, and culture so as to
develop new appreciations of cultural continuity. In the
poem, the speaker's father reveals to him the hidden
structure of a wall surrounding the graveyard adjoining the
Catholic church at Acu. The first line of the poem
establishes the father's credentials, stating that he "works
with stone." (Line 1) The poem is in the present tense to
situate it in a contemporary environment. However, the
story the father tells is of the process of making the wall,
not of the product that has withstood so much time. While
the wall may look as though it will not stand long, the
truth is that it is about four hundred years old already,
and will survive much farther into the future. In the first
stanza, the speaker's father explains that the wall's
decrepit appearance masks a solid, well-constructed
subsurface.
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My father, who works with stone, says, 'that's just
the part you see, the stones which seem to be just
packed in on the outside,' and with his hands puts
the stone and mud in place, 'Underneath what looks
like loose stone, there is stone woven together.'
(2-8)
At the close of this first stanza, the insight that we must
not take illusion for reality becomes evident. This
fundamental insight becomes important as we notice through
further reading that all three stanzas emphasize the actions
of the father in delivering this message.
As the speaker's father rebuilds the wall for the son,
the reader's attention is directed to the father's hands,
and the reader can then visualize how the story is told in
gesture and in voice. At the outset, the father "puts the
stone and mud in place," (Line 9) then "he ties one hand
over the other." (LinelO) Lastly, he mixes the mud "in the
palm of his hand." (Line 11) Here we see that the first
stanza has fitted the stone, and the second stanza creates
the mud that holds them together.
The last stanza, weaves the stone, the story, and the mud
together. While the reality of the wall's stability is
important for the speaker, the storytelling moment between
father and son is even more so. Among the almost daily
announcements of the death of Native American oral
traditions under the onslaught of television, public
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education, and popular culture, Ortiz in this poem, re¬
creates a quiet moment in which the oral tradition of
expression and life is passed on from one generation to the
next. The story of how a wall stands has been passed on for
four hundred years and will continue now through Ortiz's
poem. What appears to have fallen apart indeed still stands
as a symbol of oral tradition's vital role in uniting and
defining a community which is continuing and will continue.
Critic Andrew Wiget has observed that,
Ortiz came to understand early on that insofar as
every act of listening/speaking contributes to the
building of any speaker's world, establishing
identities and relationships, his life and all
life was dependant upon the knowledge that had to
be acquired. And if there was no knowledge, there
was no life. In a traditional community where all
knowledge came exclusively through speech, every
occasion for speech use called for attention, a
realization of responsibility which Ortiz found
'frightening in a pretty critical way'" (Western
Writers Series Wiget 59).
Ortiz's act of attention to his father cements a crucial
support for the community. The wall will stand for "a long,
long time" (Line 5), and so will the oral tradition. As
long as that is the case, the community will stand woven
together. The solid substructures of community refute the
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notions of those who see only the dissolution of some
pristine static culture.
For Ortiz, the wall is only one example of many forms of
Native American adaption and continuance. Bob Scholer notes
that Ortiz writes "of the creative ability of Indian people
to gather in many forms of the socio-political colonizing
force which beset them and to make these forms meaningful in
their own terms...They are now Indian because of the
creative development that the native people have applied to
them" (Ortiz 8). In this case we see that stories can
sometimes transform walls more than time itself can.
Simon Ortiz's poem "From Sand Creek" brings together the
essentialist overtones of place and the constructionist
elements of history and culture that comprise an
individual's and the ethnic group's identities. In Bruchac's
Survival This Way. Ortiz expresses his view of land and
spirit:
When I say oral tradition I mean, for myself as an
Acoma person not just knowing the stories and not
just knowing the songs, but how I am determined by
my being born and growing up in the Acoma Pueblo
community of New Mexico and the Southwest... You
recognize your birth as coming from a specific
place but that place is more than just a physical
or geographical place, but obviously a spiritual
place, a place with the whole scheme of life, the
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universe, the whole scheme and power of creation.
Place is the source of who you are in terms of
your identity, the language that you are born into
and that you come to use (Bruchac 28).
Although Ortiz is an Acoma Pueblo, he writes about the
massacre of Cheyenne and Arapaho men, women, and children in
Colorado in 1864 as an emblematic event in the genocidal
westward expansion by Anglo-Americans. When we read "From
Sand Creek," we do not get an image of that place in its
particularity, because it has been effaced from our
historical consciousness just as Amerindians were first
removed from the land and then removed from our history.
For the Native American whose internal colonization is
history, the land is lost:
It is a wonder / they even made it to California. /
But, of course, / they did, /and they named it
success. / Conquest. / Destiny. (4-6)
Since the land and its people are one, the conquerors'
belief that the land existed as a resource to be exploited
or a landscape to be traversed entailed a double betrayal:
They must have felt no need to know anything
eternal. Anything was true enough, good enough
for them. Wild animals, wild rivers, and wildness
was not foreign to them but they only heard
frantic warning whispers of hungry starved
European ghosts. And they created new ghosts as
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they needed them. / And onward, westward they
marched, sweeping aside the potential of dreams
which could have been generous and magnificent and
genius for them. (7-11)
Manifest destiny, Ortiz suggests, involved a self-betrayal
on the part of the conquerors of their own highest
spirituality, as well as a betrayal of the people and the
land. The destroyers cut themselves off from life when they
cut down the Amerindians , and can only be redeemed when
they embrace the spirit they disdain: "It is /no wonder/they
deny regret / for the slaughter / of their future. / Denying
eternity, it is no wonder / they became so selflessly /
righteous." (12-18)
In a powerful image of the site of the massacre at Sand
Creelc, Ortiz reaffirms the blood connection that he shares
with those lost:
The blood poured unto the plains, steaming like
breath on winter mornings; the breath rose into
the clouds and became the rain and
replenishment... They were amazed at so much
blood. Spurting, sparkling, bubbling, steady hot
arching streams. It almost seemed magical that
they had so much blood. It just kept pouring,
like rivers, like endless floods from the sky,
thunder that had become liquid, and the thunder
surged forever into their minds. Indeed they must
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have felt they should get on their knees and drink
the red rare blood, drink to replenish their own
vivid loss. Their helpless hands were like
sieves. (18-24)
Ortiz here uses the quintessential image of ethnicity -
blood- to inspire social change and resistance; in other
words, he elaborates a symbol of cultural descent in the
service of social practice. The futility he conceives in
the final image of "hands / that were like sieves" also
suggests the current Native American dilemma in which
history and ethnic traditions are being lost in
assimilation. Ortiz's remedy, it seems, is to "drink the
red rare blood. / [and] replenish / their own vivid loss."
In this poem, the blood drenched land is a sacred symbol of
the persistence of memory. Ortiz strives to put the Vietnam
experience in its historical context: "In 1864, / there were
no Indians killed. / Remember My Lai." My Lai recapitulates
Sand Creek: "We are glazed / with war...My partners, hollows
/ and pockets, / are shadows / of souls." (25-30) He writes
to reawaken the Native American revolutionary consciousness,
"the honest and healthy anger which will raze these walls,
and...[in] the rising of our blood and breath... will free
our muscles, minds, spirits." (30-31)
If "From Sand Creek" is a poem striving against post
colonial assimilationist consciousness and striving to
inspire literature of pan-Indian identity and resistance.
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then it is also a poem that in critic William Bevis' terms,
"is still fragmented under the powerfully centrifugal forces
of the dominant white culture." (Bevis 583) When the
following voice speaks: "My mind is a cove / of light /
shining upon a vista / of a great grassed plain. / I know /
there is a world / peopled with love," (32-35) it speaks
from the confines of a VA hospital.
In Ortiz's "The Creation, According to Coyote," humor and
a grounding in mythic tradition combine to tell an Acoma
story. In this poem, Ortiz has borrowed from the Navajo
tradition in which Coyote stories were passed during the
winter months:
In Navajo tradition. Coyote stories were
actually told only during the winter which for
Navajo started with the first killing frost
and ends at the first thunderstorm...Typically
stories were told by adults to one another and
their children around the central fireplace of
a one-room circular or octagonal hogan, the
traditional Navajo form of housing. Narration
often lasted well into the night, with several
stories being told, discussed, explained, and
compared with others referred to only by theme
or bare plot elements... Since the Navajo
often laughed in order to chastise their
children for acting in ways considered
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dangerous to the culture or their health, the
audience's laughter often marked those moments
in which Coyote had done something that the
listeners would avoid or find morally
problematic. The stories dramatized values
associated with proper behavior while
embodying actions the Navajo believed had an
effect on health (Toelken 590-91).
The modern version of the Coyote story that Ortiz chooses
to use in his poem is part of the Acoma emergence myth,
which recounts the people's movement from world to world,
crossing borders within a traditional context, until they
emerged to tell this one. As Ortiz retells it—through
Coyote's, his own, and, indirectly, his uncle's voices—he
crosses borders of time and culture; he both evokes
contemporary skepticism and transcends it, treating the
story with both the humor Coyote often deserves, and the
respect and commitment that the story merits. The complex
mix of intentions that makes this rendition of a traditional
story true is represented by Ortiz's repetitious use of the
phrase, "you know": "But, you know. Coyote, / he was mainly
bragging"; "Coyote told me too, but you know / how he is"
(2-5) and finally the last line which affirms that one can
cross borders and retain cultural integrity, "And you know,
I believe him." (Line 6) The non-Acoma reader especially
may find him or herself mystified by some elements of the
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poem, but without a doubt, a sense of tradition and one's
response to it is evolving in this poem.
In his poem, "What I Mean," Simon Ortiz blends humor with
a story of oppressions that inspire the heroism of a Native
American boy who transcends racial and cultural barriers.
The poem tells the story of Agee, who was "just one of us,
but a hero," (Line 2) and moves, to a fuller rendition of
linguistic oppression and the creative border crossings it
inspired: at school, where the teachers were "always on
him," he resisted the imposition of English and denigration
of "Indian":
Agee was always laughing and fooling around
and talking Indian
(you couldn't do that)
and making English sound like Indian
(you couldn't do that either)
(1-5)
Agee crosses more barriers when, as a young mine worker, he
goes to Grandma's Cafe, where "not many of us Indians / ever
went," and, enacting Jose David Saldivar's "serious contest
of codes and representations," argues "with white miners who
made jokes /about squaws and called you chief." (1.4-6) Not
"shy or reserved," having broken free of those stereotypes
imposed on Indians by the terrors of the borderland, he has
joined the union and is arguing for a strike. Agee's
barrier crossing is stopped when he is killed, maybe
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accidentally, but Ortiz by writing this poem makes his story
the promise of Native American continuity in our
contemporary society. In the final verse paragraph, the
poet moves from the past tense, in which he's told the
story, to the present, and from "what I mean," a phrase he's
repeated throughout the story with subtle modulations of
effect, to "what we mean." These changes explicitly open
the poem's embrace to include an audience made up of all the
cultural groups it finally names and may implicitly invite
the self-inclusion of any readers who recognize Agee's
heroism:
But what I mean is:
Although Agee never made it beyond young,
the mines were still there
and the workers were still fighting
and the old people still needed help
and the language of our struggle
just sounds and reads like an Indian,
Okie, Cajun, Black, Mexican, hero story-
that's what we mean.
That's what we mean. (7-17)
Ortiz's poem "What I Mean" implies internal border
crossings that are as vital and necessary as the externally
evident ones that make up the surface of his story. By the
end of the poem he has undoubtedly unmasked a story that in
a sense has transcended borders via the inclusiveness of a
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solid character. Ortiz has located both his speaker and his
protagonist, Agee in the same cultural and historical
particulars, and while the audience is never addressed, it
seems to be characterized as both past and present, but not
defined in any particular way.
Ortiz, like Harjo, writes himself into existence, and his
poetry, just as Harjo's poetry, contributes to the
centripetal counter force necessary to sustain his ethnicity
in a contemporary society. As critic, Wallace Stegner
points out in his essay, Where the Bluebird Sings to the
Lemonade Springs^ "in the West, what we have instead of
place is space. Place is more than half memory, shared
memory" (Stegner 72). Ortiz speaks for place, of his
essential connection to the land, and of the shared memory
of his people. For Ortiz, as holds true for Harjo, stories,
spirits, and the land are an inextricable mixture that must
be heard through the voice of his poetry.
CHAPTER FOUR
A STORY THAT NEVER ENDS: SURVIVAL OF MYTH FOR SELF-HOOD
IN LESLIE MARMON'S YELLOW WOMAN AND CEREMONY
Storytelling as a revival of memory, myth, and struggle
for Native American continuity is not only illustrated
through poetry. It can be found in Native American fiction
as well. Leslie Marmon Silko, author of several short
stories, as well as her prize winning novel. Ceremony,
exemplifies the desire to carry on the Native American voice
in her presentation of Native American mythic tradition as
well as the Native American struggle for self-hood in
contemporary society through her short stories and novels.
The task of the Native American in contemporary society is
self-creation. Being and becoming, are derived from
relationships: a meaningful sense of self evolves from
connections to family, place, community, and language. Yet,
the Native American is typically defined not by the cultural
constructs to which he is connected, but by multiple
categories from which he is excluded. Silenced,
stereotyped, rejected, and obscured, he is denied a
birthright voice, story, history, and place. Yet through her
works, Silko has overcome those obstacles and artfully
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validated the Native Mierican self-hood: a selfhood that
Silko as a storyteller works to ensure will continue in
contemporary society.
In Silko's short story, Yellow Woman, and novel Ceremony,
not only does Silko project the continuum of oral tradition
and storytelling as an essential part of Pueblo survival,
but, she illustrates through the writing of these works, the
importance of the Pueblo's usage of American traditions for
selfhood and continuity as well. In Yellow Woman, by
adapting the traditional "yellow woman" abduction tales to
contemporary circumstances, Silko is able to exemplify
storytelling as a means of survival by symbolizing her
people's story through the narrative.
Franz Boas summarizes the basic elements of the
traditional Native American Yellow Woman abduction stories
as follows:
A woman is usually abducted by a dangerous
kachina when she goes to draw water. After
encountering the abductor, the woman refuses
to be taken away because she does not know
what to do with her water jar. The abductor
then threatens her with death, compels her to
place the jar on the ground upside down, and
then transports her by various means to his
home, where he gives her impossible tasks to
perform lest she be killed... Yellow Woman
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becomes a symbol of renewal through liaison
with outside forces (Yellow Woman 73).
Leslie Marmon Silko's accounts of "Yellow Woman" are not
spin-offs of the published accounts of Yellow Woman, but
rather, the oral ones passed on by members of her family.
She says in an interview,
I figured that anybody could go to the
anthropologists' reports and look at them. I
have looked at them myself, but I've never sat
down with them and said I'm going to make a
poem or story out of this...I don't have to
because from the time I was little, I heard
quite a bit. I heard it in what would have
been passed off now as rumor or gossip. I
could hear through all of that. I could hear
something else, that there was a kind of
continuum...(Yellow Woman 74).
Unlike the recorded traditional abduction tales, Silko's
story does not begin with Yellow Woman's initial encounter
with her abductor. Instead, it begins when Yellow Woman
awakes after spending the night with the stranger she met
the previous afternoon by the river. As the story opens,
Silko's protagonist becomes conscious of various physical
sensations: the dampness with which her thigh clings to that
of her abductor, the sound of the water, and the appearance
of her sleeping lover. Following the river southward to
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where she met her lover, she tries but fails to catch a
glimpse of her Pueblo reservation. This failure is the
first indication that Silko's character has been separated
from a world which now, no longer seems real to her. Her
reality now consists of immediate physical sensations
combined with the vague memory of the legends told by her
grandfather, which her experience now parallels.
The first connection between legend and experience is
made when the abductor calls her "Yellow Woman," although he
says that it was she who suggested the parallel the night
before. However, now, her sense of being part of the myth
has weakened: she remembers only the touch of his body and
the beauty of the moon the night before, and insists on her
identity and his, being separate from the legend. Although
the abductor's name is revealed in the story, that of Yellow
Woman is not: "I have my own name and I come from the pueblo
on the other side of the mesa. Your name is Silva and you
are a stranger I met by the river yesterday
afternoon"(Yellow Woman 25). The fact that the stranger is
the contemporary counterpart of the mythic abductors is
understood by the fact that he has a name: "Silva," unlike
the traditional stories when the abductor has an Indian
name. Despite the woman's denial that she and Silva are
reliving the myth, her mind frequently drifts back to the
old Yellow Woman stories told by her grandfather.
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In contrast to the abductors in the recorded traditional
stories who relied on threats to get Yellow Woman to go with
them, Silva relies instead on his psychological dominance
and on her physical desire for him. As Silva touches her
and she moves close to him, she is drawn into the world of
legend. Her fear of going away with Silva is melted away by
her pleasure at the warmth of his body. Furthermore, the
farther away she goes from home and family, the more
powerless she is to prove to herself that she is not Yellow
Woman. Although she tries to persuade herself that she
cannot be Yellow Woman because the woman of the legend lived
in the past and did not experience her modern world, she is
lured farther and farther away from her reality by Silva,
who entices her with a seductive look into her eyes, and
gentle singing of a mountain song. It is this seductive
look and song that is able to keep the young woman far from
home, despite her fear of her abductor.
It is not until after an Anglo Saxon rancher has accused
Silva of cattle rustling, and Yellow Woman believes that
Silva has killed him, that her "spell" is broken as she
returns home in fear. Before returning home however, she
goes back to the river where she first met Silva. Despite
her slight fear of him, her desire for him is rekindled when
she comes to the spot where the leaves he trimmed from a
willow mark their first meeting place. She convinces
herself that she cannot return to him because the mountains
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are too far away, but comforts herself with the belief that
he will come back again to the river bank. As she reaches
her home, she is brought back to the realities of her own
modern life by the smell of supper cooking and the sight of
her mother instructing her grandmother in the Euro-American
art of making Jell-0. We learn that she has accepted her
role as Yellow Woman, as she decides to tell her family that
she was abducted by a Navajo, while secretly wishing she
could share the real story with her grandfather:
"I followed the path up from the river into
the village. The sun was getting low, and I
could smell supper cooking when I got to the
screen door of my house. I could hear their
voices inside—my mother was telling my
grandmother how to fix the Jell-0 and my
husband Al was playing with the baby. I
decided to tell them that some Navajo had
kidnaped me, but I was sorry that Grandpa
wasn't alive to hear my story, because it was
the Yellow Woman stories he liked to tell
best" (Yellow Woman 32).
The acculturation represented by her mother's act of
showing her grandmother how to make Jell-0, a non-tribal
dessert, allows the reader to see why it is difficult for
Yellow Woman to tell her family what has happened to her:
her family being absorbed now, by the "American way" of
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doing things would question her conformity to the old-time
stories. Thus, she decides to simply tell them that she was
kidnaped. For her grandfather, who appreciated the stories
of Yellow Woman, there would have been no need for
explanation because he would have recognized the story as
her link to the historical past. Because her family no
longer possesses this sense of unity with its traditional
past. Yellow Woman is now forced to create the story of
being kidnaped by a Navajo.
Yellow Woman's experiences will serve her Pueblo people,
as a new topic for storytelling, and she will have to become
a storyteller in order to explain her absence to her
"Americanized" family members. This fact indicates that
although Yellow Woman is a part of the American world, the
process of tradition will still have to continue. Thus,
Silko has reflected in this short story, the need to return
to the rituals and oral traditions of the past in order to
rediscover the basis for one's cultural identity.
Through the writing of this short story, Silko has
demonstrated that, rather than return to the precise form of
rituals and mythic tradition, the Pueblo must only return to
its essence, (as does Silko's Yellow Woman character) being
prepared at any time, to adjust the principals of their
rituals to the changing of time. In Yellow Woman, the
protagonist must negotiate between two worlds, the world of
an acculturated family, and that of her Native American
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self. The Native American version of this conflict,
however, differs significantly from the Western version. In
the Western tradition, the mother who leaves her family is
punished; in the Native American tradition, she is
celebrated. The Yellow Woman stories validate self-renewal,
viewing the wilderness and passion that leads to such
improper, non-conformist behavior as an ultimately creative
act. Thus, Silko weaves a new story out of the old one-a
story about love and earth. Intercourse occurs between
mother earth and spirit and animal world. This union
results in the good for both Silko's self, and the entire
contemporary community. Silko has demonstrated vividly that
we must maintain a consciousness of Native American
traditional Pueblo past through storytelling, and a
consciousness of the ever-changing American times, in order
to survive in contemporary America.
Silko also utilizes the theme of storytelling as a
survival apparatus in her novel. Ceremony, as she discloses
a Laguna World War II veteran's quest for sanity, and makes
him achieve it through the reopening of a lifeline to the
constructive elements in his roots. When Tayo, the main
character, is filled with despair, the reason is not that he
hates the Euro-Americans who have taken his land, and sent
him to fight in the Army for land that is not his own, but
that he cannot accept his own voice as an authority within
the American world. Born of an unknown Euoro-American
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father, and a prostitute Laguna mother, Tayo had eventually
gone to live with his aunt (Auntie), who insisted his
mother's actions had been a disgrace to the family, and that
he was inferior to her own son Rocky who is a college-bound
football star.
Rocky deliberately avoids the old-time ways, but instead
is heavily influenced by what he learns in school, in the
Anglo text books. Euro-American science textbooks have
taught Rocky to despise his supposedly weak cultural
heritage. He thus, blinds himself to the traditional ways
and refuses to acknowledge any possible power inherent in
those ways. Instead of confronting his heritage and
struggling to understand it. Rocky simply embraces an
authority in Euro-American culture, that directly
contradicts his people's cultural belief system, rendering
him vulnerable since he realistically, cannot throw away his
ethnicity in order to cross over to the "white outside
world" (Ceremony 51). Rocky's rejection of the Indian
heritage stems from his naivete about white scientific
discourse. He does not struggle with the traditional ways,
but instead, attempts to push them out of his mind as
ignorant and ineffective. For example, when his uncle
Josiah is reading about "scientific cattle breeding" in
hopes of establishing a breed of cattle that can withstand
the drought conditions. Rocky demonstrates his naive
credulity before the authority of white textbooks. Because
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of the "impracticable" notions of the books, Rocky's uncle
Josiah has skeptically dismissed them. Even Tayo realizes
that "The problem was the books were written by Euro-
Americans who did not think about drought or winter
blizzards or dry thistles, which the cattle had to live
with" (Ceremony 75). Josiah, and Tayo both are able to
laugh at the white people's books, but Rocky cannot ridicule
them, instead he says:
Those books are written by scientist. They know
everything there is to know about beef cattle.
That's the trouble with the way people around here
have always done things—they never knew what they
were doing." Rocky went back to reading his book.
He did not hesitate to speak like that to his
cousin and his uncle, because the subject was
books and scientific knowledge—those things that
Rocky had learned to believe in (Ceremony 76).
Rocky doesn't survive because he attempts to bond himself
completely with the white authority and completely deny
himself of his own Indian heritage. The most damning
instance of his naivete results when he enlists in the Army.
Outside the post office at Laguna, he and Tayo are listening
to a recruiter's spiel about how "Anyone can fight for
America, ...even you boys" (Ceremony 64). When the
recruiter, a perfect representation of the "white outside
world" hands the two a textual version of America-at-War,
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"Rocky reads each page of the pamphlet carefully" (Ceremony
64). As with the previous acts of reading, he believes what
he reads, and the boys' enlistment ultimately leads to the
Rocky's violent destruction. His extreme naiveness and
inability to question the authority in white text has thus,
indirectly cost him his life.
In contrast, Tayo survives the war, both physically and
(after a tremendous struggle) psychologically. Because he
is able to liberate himself from the white authority, that
threatens to engulf his people's conflicting belief system,
he does not endure the untimely death that Rocky suffers.
He has read many of the same text books that Rocky has read:
In school the science teacher had explained
what superstition was, and then held the
science textbook up for the class to see the
true source of explanations. Tayo had studied
those books, and had no reasons to believe the
stories anymore. The science books explained
the causes and effects (Ceremony 94).
However, in opposition to the reasoning of science, Tayo
still recalls a rich heritage of stories and unlike Rocky,
he cannot easily dismiss the efficacy of his own heritage:
He never lost the feeling he had in his chest
when old Grandma spoke those words, as she did
each time she told them stories; and he still
felt it was true, despite all they had taught
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him in school—that long, long ago things had
been different, and human beings could
understand what the animals said, and once the
Gambler had trapped the storm clouds on his
mountaintop (Ceremony 95).
As a reader, Tayo is caught between white science and
Laguna tales. Ultimately, it is this sense of being caught
in-between, along with his unwillingness to privilege one
white authority over his own people's beliefs and ideas,
that empowers him to create his own survival.
At the beginning of the novel, Tayo's "in-between"
condition is confusing for him: "all of creation suddenly
had two names: an Indian name and a white name" (Ceremony
68) . He thus seeks to unravel the complication and retrieve
a sense of self-hood. He wants to escape the double¬
conscious condition because he cannot seem to find his
potential power. It is only when he sees old Betonie, (a
medicine man whom his old grandmother sends him to because
the white man's medicine cannot cure his psychic "illness")
does Tayo begin to understand the possible power that he can
derive from his circumstance of two-ness.
Betonie's radical theory of the ceremony, along with his
performance of it with Tayo, helps Tayo learn how he must
survive. People in the Laguna are afraid of Betonie because
he has altered the rituals of the ceremony. But according
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to Betonie, such alteration is necessary in order to keep
the ceremony alive:
things which don't shift and grow are dead
things. They are things the witchery people
want. Witchery works to scare people, to make
them fear growth. But change has always been
necessary, and more than ever now, it is.
Otherwise, we don't make it. We won't
survive. That's what the witchery is counting
on: that we will cling to the ceremonies the
way that they were, and then their power will
triumph, and the people will be no more
(Ceremony 126).
For Betonie, change does not mean, what it had for Rocky, a
dismissing of what the "white outside world" considers
superstition. Instead, one must carefully account for each
culture (in this case that of the whites and that of Indian)
in order to avoid complete absorption into either. Betonie
has learned from his own grandmother that the "white outside
world" must be taken into consideration. His grandmother
has sent him to school, pointing out to him, when he does
not want to go, that "the ceremony is carried on in all
languages now, so you have to know English too" (Ceremony
122). Thus, with his grandmother's assistance, Betonie has
learned to survive in his situation: an Indian in an
American world, by establishing new rituals that will
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refresh the ceremonies essential for the survival of Indian
culture. These new rituals involve appropriations from the
"white outside world." It becomes evident that Betonie has
taken heed of his grandmother's advice as his collection of
keepsakes are examined. Along with his collection of
traditional tribal keepsakes such as: "painted gourd
rattles, deer-hoof clackers and shrunken skin pouches," the
medicine man has also collected the "white outside world's:"
"bundles of newspapers, barricading piles of telephone
books, as well as coke bottles and old calendars"(Ceremony
120). Tayo is at first frightened by Betonie's bizarre
collection, but senses an unexplainable power: "What Tayo
could feel was powerful, but there was no way to be sure
what it was"(Ceremony 124).
The skepticism that is instilled within Tayo by the
authoritative "white outside world's" science textbooks
erodes his ability to immediately embrace Betonie's
ceremony: "I wonder what good Indian ceremonies can do
against the sickness which comes from their wars, their
bombs, their lies?" Even though Tayo can see the
deceitfulness of the white man's authoritative claim, he has
yet to recognize, as does Betonie, that his people have
created this authority, and that it can be just as easily
counteracted. Betonie tells Tayo: "we can deal with white
people, with their machines, and their beliefs. We can
because we invented white people" (Ceremony 132). Betonie
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does not in fact, believe in the literal creation of white
people from the Laguna. Instead, he wishes to teach Tayo
that his (Tayo's) own choices can either enslave him within
white authority or free him. Rocky's embracing white
textbooks, for example, has made possible the hold upon him
of white authority. Betonie thus attempts to teach Tayo
that rather than to embrace this white authority, the Laguna
as a people, must "rewrite the text:"counteract the
authority. It is not until Tayo retrieves his uncle's
stolen cattle from a white man's ranch, near the end of the
novel, that he begins to "rewrite" the text however. This
rewriting, involves undoing some of the lies which have been
ingrained by Euro-Americans:
He knew then he had learned the lie by heart—
the lie which they had wanted him to learn:
only brown-skinned people were thieves; white
people didn't steal, because they always had
the money to buy whatever they wanted. The
lie. He cut into the wire as if cutting away
at the lie inside of himself. The liars had
fooled everyone, white people and Indians
alike; as long as people believed in the lies,
they would never be able to see what had been
done to them or what they were doing to each
other (Ceremony 191) .
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Tayo thus, begins to see the necessity of resisting the
"lies" of authority. His cutting down of the white man's
fence to free his uncle's cattle represents his "taking
back" of his authoritative terrain. For the first time, he
sees the white discourse for what it is: one "built on
stolen land" and whose "hollowness" continually tries to
patch "with patriotic wars and with great technology and the
wealth it brought" (Ceremony 191). Retrieving his cattle,
however, is only the beginning of Tayo's counteraction of
the white discourse as he realizes it is not just the whites
who are blind to the lies of their own discourse, but, also
his fellow Indian veterans: Emo, Tayo, Harley and Leroy.
Each of these fellow veterans, who had been praised as
patriotic Americans, only had become demoted to their
previous status, as all minority veterans, after the war.
Trying to drown their bitterness, they would use their
disability checks to get drunk in the bars just outside the
reservation line, bragging of the white women they had had;
telling themselves that they had been the best soldiers in
the US Army. Moreover, it is these bitter veterans, who at
the end of the novel, attempt to track Tayo down in order to
send him back to the white hospital. Because Tayo has
recognized the power in resistance to the white man's
authority, an authority that they cannot counteract for
themselves, they wish to destroy him.
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While running from Emo and the others, Tayo stumbles into
a uranium mine on the Cebolleta Land Grant, and his mind
begins to synthesize the importance of the surrounding
terrain: "He had been so close to it, caught up in it for so
long that its simplicity struck him deep inside his chest"
(Ceremony 245):
There was no end to it; it knew no boundaries;
and he had arrived at the point of convergence
where the fate of all living things, and even
the earth, had been laid. From the jungles of
his dreaming, he recognized why the Japanese
voices had merged with the Laguna voices, with
Josiah's voice and Rocky's voice; the lines of
cultures and worlds were drawn in flat dark
lines on fine light sand, converging in the
middle of witchery's final ceremonial sand
painting (Ceremony 246) .
From this point, Tayo suddenly realizes he must create a
resistance out of his condition. At the beginning of the
novel, he has had a recurring nightmare about a bizarre
terrain made up of multiple voices: Spanish, Japanese,
Laguna, soldiers', and women's voices: This complicated
mixture had disturbed him severely:
they faded in and out until he was frantic
because he thought the Laguna words were his
mother's, but when he was about to make out
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the meaning of the words, the voice suddenly
broke into a language he could not understand;
and it was then that all the voices were
drowned by the music—loud, loud music from a
big juke box, its flashing red and blue lights
pulling the darkness closer (Ceremony 6).
The convergence of voices at the uranium mine, including
those of Emo, Harley, and Leroy, repeats the nightmare at
the beginning of the novel, but now Tayo must either hear
the voice he could not earlier understand (his own sense for
resistance of authority) or be seduced back into the lie of
white authority. Tayo is forced to face a scene of violence
among his own people, that reenacts the white authority's
discourse. Extremely drunk, Emo has threatened to kill
Harley, cutting into his flesh with a knife because he has
lost sight of Tayo, whom they have been trying to capture
because of their own fear of his resistance to the
"authority." Thus, the lie of white authority is at work,
and it is up to Tayo to decide if he will be a part of this
"witchery:"
The witchery would be at work all night so
that the people would see only the losses—the
land and the lives lost—since the whites
came; the witchery would work so that people
would be fooled into blaming only the whites
and not the witchery. It would work to make
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the people forget the stories of the creation
and continuation of the five worlds; the old
priests would be afraid too, and cling to
ritual without making new ceremonies as they
always had before, the way they still made new
Buffalo Dance songs each year (Ceremony 249).
Tayo now realizes that he must evade this powerful
authority and follow Betonie's ceremony out of the realms of
the witchery. Emo has subscribed to this text of witchery,
through the entrapment of his own cultural brother, Harley,
and this text almost overwhelms Tayo, who debates on ending
it by driving a screwdriver into Emo's head, murdering him:
The witchery had almost ended the story
according to its plan; Tayo had almost jammed
the screwdriver into Emo's skull the way
witchery had wanted, savoring the yielding
bone and membrane as the steel ruptured the
brain. Their deadly ritual for the autumn
solstice would have been completed by him. He
would have been another victim, a drunk Indian
war veteran settling an old feud (Ceremony
253) .
At the last minute, however, Tayo resists the seductive
terrain of violence and instead, hears his own voice that is
there to help him complete Betonie's ceremony. It is
through listening to this voice, that Tayo is able to
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complete the story in his own way— "He had arrived at a
convergence of patterns; he could see them clearly
now"(Ceremony 254), and is able to return to Laguna to tell
his story to the Laguna men.
It took a long time to tell them the story;
they stopped him frequently with questions
about the location and the time of day; they
asked about the direction she had come from
and the color of her eyes. It was while he
was sitting there, facing southeast, that he
noticed how the four winds along the south
wall of the kiva had a particular relationship
to this late autumn position of the sun
(Ceremony 257).
Silko's character, Tayo, has at the end, defeated the lie
of white authority and changed the "ceremony." He has
overcome this authority and survived because he is able to
liberate himself from the powerful dominance of white
authority.
Silko's Ceremony treats the concern for cultural and
subjective survival through a mythic consciousness, drawing
on the tradition of Laguna storytelling to enter the
experiences of both persons and mythic powers and to make
them mutual participants. Her fluid narrative of a Native
American veteran of World War thus achieves an apocalyptic
appeal. The seeds for Tayo's eventual regeneration have
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been planted in his mind through the lessons from Laguna
oral tradition taught to him since childhood-stories
demonstrating the interdependence of humans and animals on
which the harmonious existence of humanity depends. Tayo
has survived his descent into the lowest world-that of war-
to return to his pueblo, where he must reenact symbolically
his tribe's migration from a series of lower worlds to
emergence in the present contemporary world. Part of this
process requires that he overcome hatred of himself and of
his white and Indian tormentors.
To prepare himself to re-enter the ceremonial and
communal life of his pueblo, Tayo must participate in
rituals, and remember ancient stories. Silko has used a
Pueblo World War II veteran as the hero and the ritual quest
as the central motif for her novel and has demonstrated the
healing power of tribal ritual and storytelling by reuniting
her mixed-blood hero with his tribe at the end of the novel.
Thus, in the end Silko has created a story of resistance
that can not only be passed down to other Laguna, so that
they too, can allot their own changes to tradition, but will
survive in our contemporary American world as well.
In Silko's short story Yellow Woman, and novel Ceremony,
an underlying theme of storytelling is portrayed as a means
of survival of self-hood for the Pueblo Laguna people.
Silko, in writing the two stories, does not attempt to
bleach her character's Indian souls in a flood of white
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Americanism, but rather, she requires that both Yellow Woman
and Tayo merely refer to their cultural stories as direction
for survival in America because Silko knows the Native
American has a message for the world. Recognizing that her
people have the authority to counteract the "lies" of white
authority, and dispel the myth of Vanishing Native American
at the same time, Silko attempts, in her writing, to make it
possible for her characters to be both Indian and American
and thus, to survive an ever-changing society, as equal as
any race.
CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION: REMEMBER THE STORIES
Storytellers learn their stories from other
storytellers and from experience. Their stories change with
the speaker, with time, and with circumstance. In Bob
Scholer's essay. The Trickster and the Storyteller, he tells
us that, "Each story is told from a point-of-view which
affects the telling of the story" (Scholer 137). In the
works of Joy Harjo, Simon Ortiz, and Leslie Marmon Silko,
one will find that each contemporary Native American author
has adapted their works into a voice that speaks these
stories, in order that their traditions and culture may be
conserved.
The poet Leslie Oilman has written of the active role of
storyteller in Harjo's writing:
Her stance is not so much that of a
representative of a culture as it is the more
generative one of a storyteller whose stories
resurrect memory, myth, and private struggles
that have been overlooked, and who thus
restores vitality to the culture at large. As
a storyteller, Harjo steps into herself as a
57
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passionate individual living on the edge
(Ullman, 181).
In an interview with Helen Jaslcoski, Joy Harjo discusses
energy, power, and the action of stories: "we all felt the
energy - after the trading of stories, and hearing the
stories - the power of those stories. Many of them included
torture, and destruction, over and over. And stories of
survival" (Jaskoski 9). The act of torture results in
destruction, but the people survive as long as the stories
are told, acted, and performed. Simon Ortiz has also
considered storytelling in an essay in Scholar's collection:
There were always stories. And they weren't
just stories, they were the truth. They were
views on the truth of life. And the truth of
this life was that it was a way of life, the
way we - the community of Acoma Pueblo, the
larger American world, the world in general -
lived. And it was the stories which opened my
eyes, my mind, my soul upon that way of life
that world in which I lived. And because the
world continued and I continued with it, the
stories went on, constantly in the making,
changing, reaffirming the belief that there
would always be stories (The Sacred Memories
and True tales of Gerald Vizenor 42).
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The storyteller and listener present an image of
closeness, of conversation - a personal space. The notions
of everyday conversation and personal homeplace might be
thought of in terms of gender, as female, small, private,
domestic, and behind closed doors. Perhaps this kind of
categorization is just another way of trying to find
discreet and autonomous boxes into which we, as Western
civilization can neatly put away such dangerous notions: a
place for everything and everything in its place. Oral
narration however, does not provide a time and space in
which to build a product, but provides spaces that grow and
change, spaces that are unfamiliar and require improvisation
and spontaneity to survive. While storytelling may seem to
be a way of saving, storing up history and knowledge in an
oral culture because of the shifting stories, the changing
speakers, and the crossing of boundaries, storytelling is as
much a tactical maneuver.
In light of the genre development of the contemporary
works illustrated in this paper by Harjo, Ortiz, Silko and
in the context of the new literature being written, the
modern Native American story seems to have taken a very
different course from its traditional path in Native
societies. In doing so, it has defined the literary place
where the imaginative final encounter may be staged and only
time holds the answer to continuity. Native American
stories, traditions, and languages must be written, and they
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must be written in a vocabulary that people can understand
rather than the esoteric language of literary scholars that
has overrun the literary criticism scene. This
distinguished legacy largely untapped by critics, and
mainstream readers is too essential to be ignored as we
struggle toward the inevitable modernity of Native American
intellectualism. In his book. Narrative Chance. Gerald
Vizenor says about the lack of criticism on tribal
narrative.
Even now, serious critical attention to tribal
narratives is minimal; a dubious virtue, given the
instrumental possession of tribal experience by
romantic adventurers, missionaries, and then
social science (Narrative Chance 10-11).
Vizenor further notes Michael Castro's statement that,
"Prior to the twentieth century, literary approaches to the
Indian were dominated by two opposing and distancing
stereotypes, the 'brutish savage' and the 'noble savage,'
each serving the underlying psychic needs of Western
culture" (Interpreting the Indian xiv).
It is surprising how long it has taken for the Native
American voice to emerge from such stereotypes into academia
and imaginative thought. The emergence of this voice has
little to do with the fear that the very concept of academic
standards must be altered, though perhaps it must. It has
less to do with the inaccuracies or simplistic views of
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cultural difference which are deplored as racist and
politically correct or incorrect depending upon matters of
taste, and even less to do with the fact that Western values
have been inherently oppressive to the Native American. Its
emergence has to do with the need of human beings to
narrate, to tell the story of their own lives and the lives
that they have known, the intellectual need to inquire and
draw conclusions which is simply a part of being human.
Inevitably, if we take the human voice seriously, we must,
as well, know that an historical and intellectual experience
which required the exclusion of the Native American voice
from the public story is coercive, misguided, and
meaningless.
Memory, myth, and struggle for identity is crucial to the
Native Americans. Their personal and historical
recollections map distinctive identities conveyed through a
powerful language. Stories then, are not mere imagination,
they are life-giving. Imagination shapes new dimensions
from the old. Stories from the past merge with the present,
ever changing in their structural dynamics, ever the same in
their unending continuity in tradition. Not surprisingly,
narrative architecture often takes the form of a circular
progression, as an ongoing concept rather than a geometrical
design; the ending coincides with the new beginning,
mingling history and contemporary events in the communal act
of storytelling.
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One may ask whether something has been lost in the
passage from the oral to the written form, whether the two
share a common source, and what they share. Simon Ortiz
believes that "writing is the utilization of language, and
the utilization of language means referring to the oral
tradition" (Bruchac 16) . Deeply rooted in the past, as well
as in contemporary social realities. Native American poetry
and fiction portrays characters in quest of modern identity
and voice. It shows the strife and wonder of their search
for discoveries. It is innovative and stimulating, rich
with suggestions and easily distinguished for its integrity
amid the recurrence of white portrayals of the Native
American story.
Because the world continues and Native Americans continue
with it, the stories will go on, constantly in the making
and changing, reaffirming the belief that "there will
always be stories" (Scholer 139). Thus, we know that while
the older Native American storytellers may have stopped
telling their stories while sitting around the fire, the
stories live on and will continue to be told by each
generation of Native American storytellers through the
voice of poetry and fiction.
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